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Topic / Question / Issue:
How to rock the same item multiple times with a twist to create a different overall look
each time.

Answer / Resolution / Fix:
*All optional of course, because we're avid believers that fashion is one of the best
avenues and outlets for freedom of expression.

Therefore, you make your own rules! Let your spirit guide you… We're merely sharing
tips and tricks that have worked for us, for our clients, and our stylist friends..., now
we’re sharing them with you!

free·dom - the power or right to act, speak, or think
as one wants without hindrance or restraint.

1.

3.

Understanding "The Remix"

Identifying the best items for a remix
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2. Seeing its benefits

So This is What Happened:
"There's this skirt that I have, dark color wool pencil skirt, very textured. I wore it to work
I think on a Wednesday and then the following week on like Tuesday. The first wear, a
co-worker complemented the skirt and said she loved it. She liked the fit. I wore it the
second time and the same co-worker complemented the skirt and midway said, "Oh!
this is the same skirt I said I liked the other day, I really do love it"
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"Obviously, the goal is to maximize my own potential,
whatever that may be. That's all I focus on." -Torrey Smith

What's The Remix: It’s simply the result of switching up your garments; taking an item
and wearing it multiple times creating a new overall look each time.

Why it's a Plus: It makes you happy; we promise. Statistics show that women who are
happy or positive are more likely to wear a favorite dress, jewelry, and jeans (goodtherapy.org).

Your favorite dress is more than likely the dress that you feel amazing, confident, and beautiful in
right? What are the characteristics of your fave* dress that makes it your favorite? There's a
good chance the following had something to do with it becoming your fave…

1. Fit
2. Silhouette
3. Color / Print
4. Texture
5. Material
6. Remixability* – You can switch up the look of the dress by adding accessories or by

layering, which allows you to wear the dress more often.

The process of remixing allows us to familiarize ourselves with what best fits & flatters us. As
you start to take a look at your garments and identify ways to best maximize their wear, you
consider what fits, looks, and feels best. You'll learn what combinations of separates create
silhouettes that flatter you, what colors complement your skin tone, what materials accentuate
your best features, and so on.

So…. you know how we decide what to eat each day, or how we make decisions about how to
comb our hair? The same goes for our decisions about styling our daily looks. Is it the end of
the world if we're lackluster about our wardrobe? No, not really. Are we harming anyone by not
caring about how we wear what we wear? Probably not. What we are doing however is
potentially missing out on the opportunity to…

• feel Good - Take a moment to consider you! Think about how your look will
make you feel.

• feel Proud - Invest in you and your appearance. Curate something that
makes you feel and look good.

• save Money - Put together a collection of items that you can mix & match, items
that work great for a remix.

• save Time - Once you’ve mastered the remix, start to put looks together in your head
without even trying them on and you’ll know that they’ll work.

• transfer Energy - transform stress caused by not finding anything to wear into
excitement about curating your new look.

So how about we maximize our wardrobe?

* fave = favorite
*remixability = item that makes for a good remix

We’ll drill down into each of these in our
Fit & Flatter Series



Upcoming Issues
• Fit & Flatter Series

• What's in Your Bag

• Accessory Series

• Investment Purchases : Investing vs.
Squandering

• Your "Fly Bracket"

• Is Seasonal Wardrobe Pack-Away Really
Necessary?
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W W W . G W E N B E L O T I . C O M

HAVE TIPS OF YOUR OWN THAT YOU'VE APPLIED TO YOUR STYLE?

OR IS THERE A STYLE TIP YOU'D LIKE US TO DISCUSS?

Shout out to the ladies who have mastered “the remix”. To those
still learning not to worry you’ll be a pro soon. Once you’ve

become familiar with a few key techniques you 'll be able to switch up your
look all the time. The key is to identify the items that lend themselves best for a
great remix and build a collection of go-to items that’ll make the remix that much
more effortless. In upcoming issues, we’ll talk about essential wardrobe items

and investing in items vs. squandering.
Until next time! – Gwen Beloti

DO SHARE! WE'LL BE SURE TO GIVE YOU A SHOUTOUT.

l

NEXT ISSUE
THE REMIX SERIES : PART 2:

UTILIZING YOUR ACCESSORIES
BUILDING A COLLECTION OF ESSENTIALS

Identifying the best items for a remix:
We’ll tackle this in pt.2 of The Remix Series. Just think, you probably already have some of these
items in your wardrobe.


